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Let p be an edge of the graph G. An orientation of G is p-coherent if the set of 
directed circuits is exactly the set of circuits containing the edge p. Theorm: A 
matroidally connected graph G is a series-parallel network if and only if for every edge p 
of G, there exists a p-coherent orientation. 
Our aim in this note is to provide a characterization of series-parallel networks 
in terms of the existence of “coherent” orientations. This characterization may be 
regarded as the local or port analog of Duffin ‘s confluence property [3]. Our 
terminology follows that of [3] and the reader is referred there for the basic facts 
about series-parallel networks. 
Let G be a graph. We say that G is lnatroidally connected if, given any two 
edges of G, there exists a circuit of G containing both edges. An orientation 6 of 
G is an assignment of a direction to every edge {a, bj of G: depez;ding on the 
orientation, we write: a --, b or b+ a. Given an orientation of G, a circuit of 6 is 
a directed circuit if it has a well-defined direction of circulation. A node is a source 
if every edge incident upon it is outgoing; similarly, a node is a sink if every 
incident edge is directed into it. 
Let p be an edge of G. An orientation of G is said to be p-coherent if the set of 
directed circuits is exactly the set of all circuits containing p. 
Theorem 1. A rna~roidally connected graph G is a series-parallel network if and 
only if for every eldge p, there exists a p-coherr:nt orientation. Moreover. that 
orientation is unique, up to reversing the direction on every edge of G. 
This result is inspire<d by the following physical fact [3, LX 306]. Consider the graph 
G as a. network of resistances and suppose that a. voltage generator is inserted at 
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the edge p. If G is a series-parallel network, then the direction ot current flow in 
each edge is determined (up to reversing the direction on every edge) indepen- 
dently of the numerical values of the resistances on the edges of G. The 
orientation of G so obtained is unique and p-coherent. 
To prove the theorem, suppose that G is a series-parallel network and p is an 
edge of G. Then G can be constructed from the graph G, consisting only of the 
edge p by the following operations: 
S’: replace an edge distinct from p by two edges in series; 
p’: replace an edge by two edges in parallel. 
We can construct a p-coherent orientation for G alongside our construction of 
G, First, orient p arbitrarily.. Suppose that at the ith step of the construction, the 
graph Gj obtained so far has a p-coherent orientation Oi. We extend this 
orientation by the following rules. if we apply the operation S* to the edge 
then. in order that all the circuits containing p are directed, we must orient the 
new edges as follows: 
u-w-v. 
It is also evident that we do not introduce any directed circuits not containing p. 
Now. if we apply the operation P* to the edge e, the orientation is extended by 
the rules: 
if ef p, and u 7 u, we set u _tP, 
while if e = p. we set =;;‘. 
The$e choices are determined by the requirement that all the circuits containing p 
are directed; moreover, no other directed circuits are introduced. This completes 
the proof of the ‘-only if” part of the theorem. 
To prove the converse, we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. 7%e property of having a p-coherent orientation is preserved under the 
operations : 
8: delete an edge distinct from p; 
S: delete a node between two edges in series. 
Proof. Jf we delete an edge, then the o5entation on the original graph restricted 
to the deletion still works. Now, suppot~e we apply the operation S to the edges 
UIU. WV in series. As the edges are in a common circuit with p, they must be 
oriented u + M’ --* v in the p-coherent orientation on the original graph. A 
p-coherent orientation can now be obtained on the “contracted” graph by setting 
ti + c. 
To ctlmplete the proof of the theorem, suppose that G is not a series-parallel 
nctwor *. i3y a theorem of Duffin [3. p. 3941, we can obtain the Wheatstone bridge 
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(with one of the edges p) from G by repbeating the operations G and S. Thus, to 
prove that G has no p-coherent orientation, it suffices to show that the Wheat- 
stone bridge has no p-coherent orientation. But this is evident from the foiiowing 
diagram: 
It is not hard to prove uniqueness by induction on the number of edges, but we 
prefer a more indirect method which shows some interesting relations with other 
work on orientations in graphs. 
Let 6 be a p-coherent orientation on the series-parallel network G. Suppose 
the edge p is oriented a ---, b. Since the onlv directed circuits of C are through p. 
the orientation 8” obtained from 6 by reversing the direction of p is an acyclic 
orientation, that is, an orientation containing no directed circuits. Observe that 
upon reversing the direction of p, a becomes a sink and 6 becomes a source. 
Moreover, by the construction of a series-parallel network, every node distinct 
from u or b is on a circuit containing p anti thus has at ieast one ingoing and one 
outgoing edge. We conclude that: 
( s:) the only source of 0’* is 6 and the only sink of 6” is a. 
This reminds us of the beta invariant of a graph [2]. The beta invariant p(G) 
for a graph G is defined by the formula: 
where x&) is the chromatic polynomial of G. Two facts about the beta invariant 
concern us here: 
(1) (Brylawski Cl]): G is a series-parallel network if and only if p(G) = I: 
(2) (Greene and Zaslavsky [4,5]): For every edge {a, 6) of the graph G, /3(G) is 
the number of acyclic orientations of G in which a is the only sink and h is the 
only source. 
From these results, we conclude that the p-coherent orientation is unique. 
These facts also yield: 
Proposition 3. Let p be an edge with endpoi/zts cn and b of the series-purullel 
network G und (II’ an orientation of ;2. The following me equinulent: 
(1) 6 is p-coherent; 
(2) 6* is acyclic with b its oniy sotirce and a its only sink: 
(3) 6 is a totally cyclic orientutiorl (i.e. every edge of G is contained irl sww 
directed cycle) and the gruph G oriented according to 0 can be druwrl o\t the 
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tkclidear~ plane in such J way that the ortiy regions that have a well-defined sense 
of circulation arti’ the two regions incident on p. 
We have already seen that (1) and (2) are equivalent. It remains to observe that 
(3) is the orthogonally dual statement to (2) (see [5]). 
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